School of Planning
Urban Planning Foundation Supply Kit

The Foundation Supply Kit is intended to serve as a basic set of starter supplies; it will be necessary for you to purchase additional materials throughout the semester or year, on a per project basis. Items can also be purchased individually as needed. For academic year 2022-2023, the DAAP Art Store and Plaza Art (both local vendors) have requested the Foundation Supply Kit below so that they may offer a kit available for purchase. A list of computer recommendations can be found at the following link: daap.uc.edu/current-students/incoming-students/computers

Foundation Supply Kit
Pencil 6B
Mechanical Pencil 0.7
Mechanical Pencil 0.5
Lead 0.5 2B
Lead 0.5 B
Lead 0.7 2B
Lead 0.7 B
Lead Holder
Lead Pointer small
(2) each Drawing Lead 4B 6 stick/pk
(2) each Drawing Lead 2B 6 stick/pk
(2) each Drawing Lead 6B 12 stick/pk
White Plastic Eraser
Pencil Sharpener
Drafting Tape 3/4x60yd
Architecture Scale 12"
Engineer Scale 12"
Rolling Ruler 12"
Universal Sketchbook 5.5x8.5
Recycled Sketchbook 9x12
Tracing Roll white 24"x50yd
Tracing Roll white 12"x50yd
Tracing Pad 11x14
Sharpie Fine 8 Color Set
(2) each Sign Pens (black)
(2) each Fineliner Pens (black)
Micron 6 Set Black
Promarker in colors:
   Terracotta, Marsh Green, Denim Blue, Gold,
   Sandstone, Ice Crey 3, Warm Gray 3, Canary